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Natural Jerky Making Business StartupHow to Start, Run & Grow a Profitable Beef Jerky
Business From Home!I am a retired butcher; I worked with meat products for 37 long years, so
the meat has been a big part of my life. As a hobby, I started experimenting with making various
types of jerky in my free times, and soon I realized this is a very addictive, fun and rewarding
hobby. The way I discovered the rewarding part was when one day just for fun I set up a table at
the local flea market to see if anyone would be interested in trying my jerky. I took roughly about
25 lbs. supply with me. At first, I just ask random people if they wanted to try a sample of my
creation. 6 out of 10 people I asked agreed and most of them liked the taste of the jerky enough
that they bought from me. To my surprise, in just two hours I was completely sold out with
enough request and orders for the next week that I was blown away.Long story short, I became a
regular at the flea market and typically sold about 150-250 lbs. of jerky each weekend. From
there I was approached by a grocery company that sells to gas stations and convenience stores
in 5 states. But to sell to this grocery company, I had to come up with high-quality packaging,
which I did. It took about two months to get all the details worked out, and then I started to
wholesale to this company. Their average monthly order grew from just 500lbs the first months to
little over 2500 lbs. in just five months. Once again I was blown away with the demand.Fast
forward nine years, I sold my business for a decent price and decided to retire and enjoy life a
little.I wrote this book to show you that if I can do it, I know anyone can. I was not even a good
cook if you don’t believe me just ask Ann, my wife of 35 years, she will tell you.In this book, I
share all the inner workings of jerky and how to get started in Jerky business. I get down to the
nitty-gritty of meat and how the process works and what and how you can get started. One word
of caution though, If you are just looking for jerky recipes, then this may not be the book for you.
There are just a handful of Recipes inside; here my goal is to get your creative side to come out,
experiment and create something that has your unique taste and signature all over it.In This
Book, I Share:How To Learn, Analyze And Identify The Proper Meat For Jerky
MakingUnderstanding The Workings Of Meat FatSelection And Grading Of Various Meat
TypesCategories Of Process MeatsHow To Prepare And Marinate The Meat For Jerky
MakingThe Total Jerky Making ProcessHow To Make Ground Meat JerkyHow To Make Wild
Game Jerky, Biltong & PemmicanAll Non Meat Ingredients In Jerky Making(Additives, Color,
Fillers And Binders)How To Enhance Color And FlavorVarious Curing Process Of Meat
ProductsVarious Smoking Process Of Meat ProductsVarious Drying Process Of Meat
ProductsJerky Safety ProcedureProper Storage And Preservation ProcessOn The Business
Side I Share:What Equipment You Will Need To Get StartedHow To Set Up Your BusinessHow
To Setup A Legal Entity6 Must Do’s As You Start5 Business Mistakes To Avoid At All CostHow
To Create Proper Packaging & Labeling For Your ProductsWhat Regulations You Need To Be
Aware OfHow And Where To Sell Your JerkyHow To Promote & Market Your New
BusinessHandful Of Recipes To Try OutA special gift at the end of the book just for you (Hint:



some of my best selling recipes)Happy jerky making folks! Enjoy!

About the Author"I have known Jim for a good 20 years; I first tried his unique Sweet and spicy
beef jerky when he was still making it at home for friends and family. As an avid hunter, I have
eaten my fair share of jerky, but nothing like what he made. His jerky was always unique, soft,
always left me with wanting few more pieces. He sent me this manuscript to read it over, as I
knew he had been hard at work writing this book for six months. But as I read it, I felt like I was
finally able to see what and how he made his jerky. Just by reading this awesome guide, I am not
starting to try a few batches too. This is a GREAT book for anyone wants to learn about making
great tasting jerky of all kinds. He teaches you everything you need to know about it. I guarantee
you that much" - Fred JacksonJim Davis worked as a butcher for a meat processing company in
South Bend Indiana for 37 years. He owned and operated his own Homemade All Natural Jerky
Business for 10 years until he sold it in 2016. He is now retired and enjoys fishing and hunting.
He now lives in Jacksonville, Florida with his wife Ann.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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showsLast WordsRecipesIntro To JerkyIn this book, I'm going to take you through the process of
making natural jerky and turning it into a business that takes advantage of this rising demand for
all natural jerky meat products. I'll discuss the sources of meat and how to choose the best ones
as well as the various processes used to make jerky and process meat. We'll discuss the
hygiene requirements for jerky processing. Then we'll look at how you can start your business
and make it successful. In the end, I'll include a few awesome jerky recipes to help you get
started.But first, let’s start from the very beginning.Statistics show that meat consumption in
developing countries has steadily increased from 22 lbs. per capita in the 1960s to 57 lbs. per
capita in 2000. It is estimated that this will increase to about 85 lbs. per capita by 2030. In
developed countries, the rate of meat consumption is at a stagnant high level.In developing
countries, the increase in demand for meat is often the result of urbanization where city
residents tend to spend more for food than the rural residents. Often as soon as a consumer can
afford it, they tend to lean more towards animal protein, meat in particular, in their daily diet.
Even as meatless diets become popular, the majority of individuals will continue to eat meat
since it is often accepted that a balanced diet for human needs both meat and plant food.From a
nutritional standpoint, meat and other animal derived foods are high sources of protein than
plant foods. Meat also contains the essential amino acids which are the integral organic
components of protein that can't be made in the human organism. Animal protein is also the only
source of Vitamin B12. Meat is also rich in iron, making it important for preventing anemia in
pregnant women and children.When it comes to meat production, the trend is clear, annual
production in 2006 was 267 million, and by 2016 it was 320 million. Developing countries
account for over 50 million of this. However, to meet the rising demand for meat; alternatives
need to be found for making better use of meat resources and reducing the waste of edible
livestock parts.This is why meat processing is so important. It completely uses meat resources,
including nearly all edible parts for human consumption. Meat processing involves the
manufacture of meat products from muscle, fat and certain non-meat additives. The additives
are there to help enhance flavor and appearance.Processing meat into jerky offer economic,
dietary and sensory benefits that you don't get from fresh meat. Let’s consider some of the
benefits that come from jerky meat:All edible parts of the animal that are suitable for processing
can be used.Lean meat is the most valuable but is also the highest in cost; making it less
affordable for certain populations. Jerky combines lean meat with other products, creating a low-
cost product that more consumers can afford to buy and have access to animal protein. This is
also important for women and children in low-income groups, who can benefit from the amino
acids, vitamins, and minerals in meat products.Processed meat like jerky can also be made
shelf stable, unlike fresh meat. This means that they can be kept without refrigeration in one of
three ways: as heat sterilized canned products, as fermented and slightly dried products or as
dried jerky forms, where bacterial growth is inhibited.These meats are easy to store and
transport without refrigeration to areas that don't have cold storing facilities.Processing meat
such ways can also add value to the product. This is through a unique flavor, taste, color or



texture that you won't get from fresh meat. This makes jerky more diverse, allowing people to
experiment and find a unique combination of nutritious food and taste.Let us take a brief
moment to consider the history and diversity of meat processing technology.History and
Diversity of Meat Processing TechnologyMost meat processing technologies were developed in
Europe and Asia. Obviously, European technologies were more successful; becoming more
disseminated and adopted by other regions throughout the world. European technologies
focused on burger patties, frankfurter-type sausages, and cooked hams. Most Asian types
focused on fermented meats that are still popular in their various countries of origin. In recent
years, Western-style products have become increasingly popular and have achieved a higher
market share.In some Asian and African countries meat is very popular, but most consumers
reject processed meat for socio-cultural reasons that prevent them from consuming certain
livestock species; often beef or pork. However, with the demand for meat increasing and more
processing leading to single source animal products such as jerky; more consumers are now
adjusting and enjoying the benefits of processed meats.So let's begin by taking a look at meat in
general and what makes a good meat choice for jerky making.Meat SourcesMeat, fat and other
carcass parts are used as raw materials to make a variety of meat products and jerky in
particular. Most jerky meat come from domesticated animal species such as cows, pigs, and
poultry; but some jerky makers do choose to use buffalo, sheep and goat meat. In some regions,
it is also popular to use camels, jaks, horses and game animals (though I never have).When it
comes to jerky, the term meat is often defined as the muscle tissue of slaughtered animals.
However, the other important issue when it comes to jerky is fat. Often the other edible parts
such as the internal organs and by-products such as blood, aren't used in the jerky making
process. However, if you choose to do a complete process of your slaughtered animal, you can
use these other parts to create other processed meat such as sausages.It is vital to note the
importance of the intestines in meat processing. In many regions, it is used as food, but they can
also be processed in a way to make sausage casings. Some are processed to be eaten with the
sausage while others are peeled off before eating. Although that is entirely a different topic that
we won't get into within the scope of this book but maybe I will writer another entire book on
sausage making process in the near future.Occasionally, the skin of some species will be used
to make processed meat products. This is often only the case with pork skin, poultry skin and in
a few instances calfskin. I don't want to get too technical in this book, but let's at least take a
moment to look at the chemical aspects of meat composition to better understand how to handle
it during the jerky making process.Muscle MeatMeat is generally composed of water, fat,
protein, minerals and little bit of carbohydrate. As you likely gathered from the introduction, the
most important nutritional component of meat is the protein. The protein contents and values are
what determines the quality of the raw meat material and its suitability for further processing into
jerky. Consider the following table to help you understand the chemical makeup of various types
of meat in comparison with some common types of
food.FoodWaterProteinFatAshCalories/100gLean Beef75.022.31.81.2116Beef



Carcass54.716.528.00.8323Lean Pork75.122.81.21.0112Pork
Carcass41.111.247.00.6472Lean
Veal76.421.30.81.298Chicken75.022.80.91.2105Venison75.721.41.31.2103Beef
Fat4.01.594.00.1854Pork Fat7.72.988.70.7812Fried Lean Beef58.430.49.2213Fried Lean
Pork59.027.013.0233Fried Lean Lamb60.928.59.5207Fried Lean Veal61.731.45.6186Ham
Sausage68.516.411.1170Raw Cooked
Sausage57.413.322.83.7277Frankfurter63.014.019.80.3240Liver
Sausage45.812.138.1395Liver Pate53.916.225.61.8307Gelatinous Meat
Mix72.918.03.7110Salami33.924.837.5444Pasteurized Milk87.63.23.563Boiled
Egg74.612.111.2158Rye Bread38.56.41.0239Cooked Potatoes78.01.90.172What this table
shows is that the water is a variable in all the components and it is often closely and inversely
linked to the fat content. This is why the fat content is higher in whole carcasses than a lean cut.
The fat content is also higher in processed meat products that use a large amount of fatty
tissue.As I've already said, the value of animal foods is essential in the content of proteins.
Protein is comprised of 20 amino acids. Nearly 65% of the proteins in an animal are skeleton
muscle protein, 30% are connective tissues proteins, and 5% are blood proteins and keratin or
hairs and nails.Structure of Muscle TissueMuscles are surrounded by connective tissue
membrane. The ends of this membrane meet and merge into a tendon that attaches to the
skeleton. Individual muscles contain several muscle fiber bundles that can be seen by the naked
eye. These bundles contain a range of 30 to 80 muscle fibers or muscle cells. They are a few
centimeters long and are about 0.01 to 0.1 mm in diameter. The size and diameter of muscle
fibers depend on the age, type, and breed of the animal. In between these bundles, there are
blood vessels along with connective tissue and fat deposits. Each muscle cell is surrounded by a
cell membrane known as sarcolemma. Inside the cell are sarcoplasma and a number of
filaments known as myofibrilsThe sarcoplasma is a soft protein structure that contains the red
muscle pigment called myoglobin. Myoglobin is responsible for absorbing the oxygen carried by
small blood vessels and stores the oxygen reserve for contracting the living muscle. The
myoglobin in meat is responsible for providing the red meat color and plays a major part in the
curing reaction.The sarcoplasma makes up about 30% of the muscle cell. Sarcoplasmic proteins
are water soluble. Nearly 70% of muscle cells are made up of myofibrils, which are a solid
protein chain with a diameter or 0.001 to 0.002 mm. These proteins are what make up the
significant nutritional value of muscle cell proteins and are soluble in a saline solution. This is
important information in the production of certain meat products, but most specifically raw-
cooked products and cured-cooked products. This is because of the heat coagulation of the
liquefied myofibril proteins in these processes. The coagulated proteins are what provides the
typical solid-elastic texture in the final jerky products.
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todd fischer, “ITS WORK AND THATS THE TRUTH !. NOT EVERYONE IS GOING TO RUN
OUT AND START A BUSINESS LIKE THIS, BUT THIS BOOK IS NOT A RECIPE BOOK!IT
TELLS THINGS THAT YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT MEAT TO CONSUME IT SAFETY ! THE
PRINT IS LARGE SO U CAN EASILY READ THE PRINT! THIS IS THE HOW IT IS DONE
FROM SOMEONE WHO HAS A LIFETIME OF EXPERIENCE IN THE BUSINESS AND
KNOWS HIS BUSINESS! ITS A MUST HAVE IF UR INTO JERKY AND INTERESTED IN MEAT,
CURING, SMOKING, FOOD SAFETY, AND THE REST OF THE BOOK IS THE BUSINESS
SIDE OF IT. A REAL GOOD BOOK TO HAVE,ITS A KEEPER! PRICELESS, LETS PUT IT
THAT WAY !!”

billy sims, “If you're interested in this business, this is a must have book.. I love the book and the
topic.I am going to school for business and this just happens to be what I want to do when I
graduate.weird how I stumbled across it,but now I can start learning about the business ahead
of time. BIG THANK YOU!!”

Kevin K, “Good all around knowledge of Jerky. I enjoyed the book and look forward to developing
some different jerky recipes. I really liked the technical side of the Jerky process. I finally know
what sodium nitrite is for!  Good read if you are new to making jerky.”

Galen W, “Great book. Lots of great stuff here. Although I had some questions abought the
marinade process that weren’t covered.”

Sandeep Singh Tomar, “Lots of great information. Found and downloaded this book while it was
on free promotion, as I have always had a love for healthier jerky meat such as Chicken and
Turkey. The author I thought did a great job is explaining the process and goes into a great
details as to how and what type of meat to choose and prepare. A must read for any meat lovers.”

ALASKA WILDMAN, “Five Stars. informative great book”

Carlos, “Very useful for my brother. Got this book for my brother who loves to make Jerky and he
tells me there is so much he didn't know about jerky that is talked about in this book. He loves it. I
am glad I got him this book, now he can experiment and make better jerky for sure.”

The book by Lory Ramos has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 32 people have provided feedback.
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